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Abstract – In this paper we present a distributed,
self-organizing, localization method for wireless sensors and a
scheme for reducing position estimate errors by employing a
novel concept of cliques of nodes.
We describe an applicable theoretical foundation of peer-topeer distance-vector (DV) exchange algorithm, which can
operate without any manual pre-configuration. This method
allows for propagating the complete information of a reference
system (i.e., axes orientation and origin position) using angle
and range measurements.
In order to take advantage of possible spatial-diversity of
measurements and to produce enhanced position estimates, we
propose here an enhancement method which is based on groups
of interconnected nodes (cliques) to combine localization
measurements using a minimum-square-error (MSE) criterion
and spatial transformations. This enables propagation of the
reference system among all the nodes in a clique more
accurately than by regular peer-to-peer distance-vector
exchanges. Computer simulation reveals that the new cliquebased error mitigating scheme reduces the localization error by
65% for a typical underground tunnel setting.
Keywords: localization, positioning, location estimation,
wireless sensor.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Localization of nodes in wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
has attracted considerable research attention recently. Accurate
location estimations of sensors are required in numerous
industrial, military and public applications of WSN. Sensor
networks used for monitoring purposes in general require
accurate positioning information in order to link the sensing
data to the place where it is gathered. From a wider
perspective, localization in WSN can serve as a basis for
solving a number of networking problems, like scheduling of
the transmission [1] and geographical routing [2].

impose constraints on the possible network topology. For
such long structures, the WSN represents a linear topology
[3]. This limits the usability of certain localization methods
or reduces dramatically their accuracy. In fact, the public
literature has few studies about methods dedicated to
localization in tunnels and thus the challenges for accurate
localization techniques remain to be addressed.
The major issue with localization in linear networks is that
the geographical information needs to be transmitted over
multiple hops, which can distort this information extensively
[4]. When passing the location information through the
network, the inaccuracy of position estimates accumulates
and gives increasingly erroneous results at every following
hop. The second potential issue specific for linear topologies
is that nodes tend to have a relatively small number of
neighboring nodes comparing to other networks with nodes
uniformly distributed in space. This limits the use of nonDV-exchange methods, e.g. [5], [6], [7]. Those methods in
linear networks, even if possible to employ at all, would
suffer as the number of neighboring nodes is smaller than 8,
an optimal number for satisfactory performance [8]. To
adequately address these outstanding design issues, we
propose an algorithm implementing the DV-exchange
localization method and extend it into a clique-based
localization technique to improve accuracy. This work thus
specifically addresses the inherent issues of relatively sparse
network topologies.

WSNs used for monitoring applications have to be
designed to meet the specific requirements and characteristics
of the application environments. This fact is strongly
reflected in the indoor systems where operating constraints
can vary significantly from one application scenario to
another. The particularly harsh environments, like tunnels,

In this paper we focus on a localization method that uses
angle and range measurements in order to establish a networkwide coordinate system. The main contribution of the paper is
elaborating a clique-based algorithm that refines the
measurements using the redundancy in groups of interconnected
nodes. This greatly improves the accuracy of localization
comparing to algorithms not using cliques. The other
contribution is elaborating the peer-to-peer localization
algorithm that is self-organizing. This algorithm uses the angle
and range measurements in order to pass a 3-D reference system
in the peer-to-peer mode, between two nodes, without any precalibration and without using earth-gravity direction as in [4].

This work is funded by U.K. EPSRC Research Grant
EP/D076838/1 entitled: “Smart Infrastructure: Wireless Sensor
Network System for Condition Assessment and Monitoring of
Infrastructure.”

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows.
Related work is presented in section II. The algorithm for
peer-to-peer reference system exchange is described in
section III. Section IV explains the clique-based algorithm
for propagating the coordinate system in an accurate way,
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which is one-to-many mode. In V we show how to apply the
calculated corrections to the measurements in order to present
them in the global reference system. Simulation results
showing the performance of the proposed algorithm and
discussion of the results are presented in section VI.
II.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we give the background for the techniques
that can be used as angular and ranging measurement
methods in the DV-exchange localization method. We also
specify limitations of the localization methods of significant
importance to this work which were not mentioned in the
introduction.
A. Spatial measurements
DV-exchange method is based on the measurements of
distance and angle between sensors (nodes). The methods for
obtaining these quantities in the peer-to-peer mode can be
Time of Arrival (ToA) and Angle of Arrival (AoA). In this
work we assume using antenna arrays for obtaining these
quantities, but we base on the assumption that we are given the
values of angles and distance with some error without
analyzing the performance of a particular measurement
technique.
Commonly used ToA technique requires extremely accurate
time-measurements due to high speed of radio wave. Since this
is a problematic issue, methods for ‘common viewpoint
measurements’ have been developed [5] for improving the
measurement accuracy. Also, tight timing synchronization
among nodes such as synchronization based on the out-band
radio signalling [9] mitigates the error generated in
measurements. There is also room for improvement in the sensor
timing by e.g., implementing on-chip atomic clock [10].
Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) based on differences in
time of arrival of a radio-wave from different nodes is not
considered here because of its requirement of having at least 4
reference nodes in order to locate a sensor in the 3-D
environments. The other variation of TDoA measuring the
difference between arrival times of radio and acoustic signals is
interference-prone and is unsuitable in noisy environments.
Nevertheless, cliques of nodes, which are elaborated in section
IV, may be capable of using TDoA within them, but this is not
considered in this paper.
The Received Signal Strength (RSS) method is not
assumed to be a good candidate to be taken into account here,
since it depends on the a priori knowledge of propagation
model, which may be unknown and variant in tunnels.
Angle of arrival measurement techniques have been well
developed for antenna arrays [11]. There is a constant
advance in the algorithm design of AoA techniques. Support
Vector Machines have been proposed recently as a candidate
for solving beamforming and AoA problems in antenna
arrays [12]. This technique requires a priori training phase,

but its advantage is the accuracy despite a small set of
training data. Nevertheless any training phase is inconvenient
in our application. A technique called modified beamspace
Music algorithm [13] does not require the training phase and
is designed for narrow-band applications, which is consistent
with typical sensor usage in WSNs. It is then a matter of
construction issues to build sensors capable of measuring 3-D
AoA based on the technique from [13].
B. Localization techniques
Positioning method efficiently overcoming the problem of
an unknown propagation model in tunnels was proposed in
[14]. It uses a neural network to learn the response fingerprint
of a sensor being in a certain location in the tunnel.
Nevertheless, similar methods cannot be used in the selforganized, training-less system like the one under
consideration in this work. This is so because the method in
[14] aims at localizing mobile sensors in the known
environment. In contrast, the operating environment
considered in this work is not known in advance.
The DV-exchange is also used in the method proposed in [4].
However, the technique in [4] requires that one of the coordinates
of the reference system is aligned with the direction of earth
gravity. The new method in this work does not have that
requirement. Furthermore, the nodes’ coordinate systems are
mirrored in the technique in [4]. The new technique introduced
here avoids that and thus reducing computational overhead. Last
but not least, our new algorithm makes use of the clique concept to
“smooth” out estimation errors by MSE. To the best of our
knowledge, such a technique is a new idea for node localization
in WSNs.
III.

BASIC DV-EXCHANGE ALGORITHM

This section shows the algorithm for propagating the
coordinate system in a peer-to-peer mode without employing
additional nodes in the exchange. One of the nodes knows its
position and the other obtains the coordinate system from the
former.
We regard two particular reference systems aligned if their
corresponding coordinate axes point at the same directions. By
corrections we mean the angular differences by which
a coordinate system needs to be rotated in order to align them to
another system. An unknown node is a node with its position
unknown.
A. Aligning the axes
A peer-to-peer DV exchange explained in this section occurs
between nodes a (knowing the full information about the frame
of reference) and b (being an unknown node). Node b uses a
prim reference system which is unaligned with this of a.
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The application of these corrections to transform the
node’s physical measurements is discussed in section V.
IV.

CLIQUE-BASED ERROR MITIGATION FOR DV-EXCHANGE

This section describes an algorithm to compute enhanced
corrections
by
combining
multiple
“redundant”
measurements obtained by a group of interconnected nodes.
This leads to more accurate location estimates of all nodes in
the group. Such a group is called a clique for the reason that
it comprises solely of sensors mutually connected with each
other. In other words, sensor nodes of a clique are one hop
away from each other.
A. Number of clique members
Consider that sensor nodes are deployed on the ground,
ceiling and/or wall of a tunnel which has a designated

Figure 1. Corrections of azimuth and elevation of ‘b’ with reference to ‘a’.

Angles measured from a to b have the indexes ab and viceversa. Azimuth angle is denoted as α, while elevation is β.
Finding corrections for the reference system of a node b
from spatial measurements between the nodes a and b is
shown in Figure 1.
and

β ab + β ba = π

(1)

α ba − α ab = π

(2)

α ba = α ba' + α bacorr

(3)

α bacorr = π + α ab − α ba' and β bacorr = π − β ab − β ba'

and

β ba = β ba' + β bacorr

If the reference systems for both nodes are aligned, the
azimuth and elevation angles satisfy (1). Otherwise, the
corrections of the prim-reference system are defined in (2) and
the measured angles satisfy (3).
B. Finding the position
The distance vector between the nodes a and b in the
global reference system is defined unequivocally as
G
d =(xab, yab, zab) where

gateway node responsible for collecting data from the sensors
for transfer onto the backhaul network. The gateway is also
a reference node, which is position- and orientation-aware.
For reliability reasons, each sensor should have at least two
disjoint routes to reach the gateway node. For “linear”
networks meeting the redundancy requirement, geometrical
analysis of their topology shows that the networks can be
typically divided into overlapping cliques of three or more
nodes.
B. Combining redundant measurements
This sub-section describes a method for combining redundant
measurements obtained within a clique.
A particular difficulty when merging the redundant
distance-vector measurements from different nodes is that
they are all obtained in different frames of reference, so they
need to be transformed in order to be comparable.
Since all n nodes in a clique are mutually connected, they can
measure the locations of each other. In other words, all nodes can
perform measurements leading to constructing a physical map of
the clique. There will be one map per node since all nodes are
ToA- and AoA-capable. Since measurements involve errors, all
maps represent erroneous physical locations of nodes in the clique.
Each of the n nodes is represented n times by n-1 measured
position-vectors and by its own local position. The key question is
how to combine the n three-dimensional maps of the whole clique
into an accurate map.

x ab = d cos α ab sin β ab ,
(4)

y ab = d cos β ab ,
z ab = −d sin α ab sin β ab .
G

Adding d to the position vector of node a gives the
position vector of node b:
(5)

(xa, ya, za) + (xab, yab, zab) = (xb, yb, zb).

Figure 2. Two maps of three nodes aligned to each other by rotating and
shifting with reference to each other. The sum d is minimized.

∑

k
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Figure 3. Several maps are put on top of each other, rotated and shifted to
obtain the best fit for all of them and subsequently to produce a precise
global geographical map.

The proposed algorithm to combine the n maps of a clique
consists of rotating and transferring the maps in order to
achieve the greatest concentration of representations of nodes,
as exemplified in Figure 3. This process resembles aligning a
graph of a simple geometric shape with a transparent sheet
having roughly the same drawing on it. In this example, these
two
sheets (graphs) are put together: one on another, and the top
sheet is transferred or rotated in order to align the graphs.
Similar action is performed by the algorithm on the maps of a
clique’s topology, but in three dimensions. Also, there are n
‘sheets’ (maps) to align.
We propose to use the minimum-square-error (MSE)
criterion to find the best fitting of different erroneous maps of
a clique. MSE is proposed since the problem to be solved is
finding a unique set of points that are represented by
numerous erroneous measurements per each point. The
measurements are scattered in some focus-areas due to the
measurement error. In general, MSE minimizes the sum of
distances (i.e. errors) between the multiple instances of
measurements of each single point (each node) thus
producing a map that is a compromise between all the maps.
All nodes perform the measurements in their local frames
of reference. The result of this step is that every k-th sensor
being a member of a clique has a set Xk of distance vectors
X kj of all other nodes and a position vector of themselves for
j = 1 to n. Sets Xk of coordinates are called ‘maps’ here.
The relationship between the points representing the same
sensor node on different maps is:
(6)

X ik = TX il + D

where X ik and X il are position vectors of i-th point in k-th or lth reference system, T is a rotation matrix rotating l-th ‘map’ by
the angle representing the difference between the coordinate
systems of k-th and l-th sensors, and D is a vector representing
a transfer of the origin of l-th frame of reference to the origin of
k-th reference system. Elementary rotation matrices are given by
[15] and we need to choose any two of three because that is
enough to cover any orientation. In order to solve our problem
we want to represent all points in the same reference system,
hence the indexes of (6) are: k<l and i, k, l∈ {1..n} .

Figure 4. Schematic result of putting maps ‘onto’ each other. 1-4 are node
indices. A-D are representations belonging to maps A-D. Bars represent
distances being summed up in (7).

After applying (6) to all maps to produce representations of
all position vectors X il in the same arbitrary chosen frame of
reference, we can build an objective function to perform
MSE. The variables to sum up and minimize are distances
between all representations corresponding to one node. The
objective function to minimize is therefore given by:

(7)

⎛ α 1m ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎜ β 1m ⎟
∑ d 2 =∑ ( X ik − X il ) 2 = f ( ⎜⎜ x1m ⎟⎟ )
⎜ y1m ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎝ z1m ⎠

where α1m , β1m , x1m , y1m , z1m are corrections of m-th frame
of reference, m≠1, and they are parameters of the minimized
function. Indexes are: i∈ {1..n} , k<l, k∈ {1..n − 1} , l∈ {2..n} ,
m∈ {2..n} . The position vectors X ik and X il are either nodes’
absolute position in their own local reference system (if k=i or
l=i) or functions of α1m , β1m , x1m , y1m and z1m (otherwise).
Note that the objective function is 5(n-1) dimensional because
the variables of this function are differences between: (a) any
arbitrary chosen local reference system and (b) all n-1 rest of
the reference systems. The initial values for eventual
numerical algorithm solving this problem are the values
obtained by the algorithm discussed in Section III. A
centralized method (within the area of a clique) for solving
such a problem is the steepest gradient method [16].
V.

CORRECTING THE MEASUREMENTS

A sensor needs to add the corrections to its measurements
in order to use the propagated global reference system, which
is as follows.
Sensor node b obtains its corrections for its reference
system, namely: α bacorr , β bacorr , ( x , y , z )T , and updates its
measurements by transforming them in the following way.

G

Any distance vector d measured in the local reference system
G
is transformed into vector D in the corrected reference
system by a transformation in (8):

4

G G
D = dR y (−α bacorr ) R z ( β bacorr cos α bacorr ) + ( x, y, z ) T

(8)
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flooding
clique of 3
clique of 4
clique of 5

7

⎡ cos(λ ) sin (λ ) 0⎤
Rz = ⎢⎢− sin (λ ) cos(λ ) 0⎥⎥
0
1⎥⎦
⎣⎢ 0

6

distortion [m]

⎡cos(λ ) 0 − sin (λ )⎤
1
0 ⎥⎥,
R y (λ ) = ⎢⎢ 0
⎣⎢ sin (λ ) 0 cos(λ ) ⎦⎥

(9)

where Ry(γ) and Rz(γ) of (9) are rotation matrices.
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4
3
2
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VI.

SIMULATION RESULTS

0
0

We examine the efficiency of our method as a function of
the clique size, which is a crucial factor for the system
performance. If a clique size is equal to 2, then the proposed
clique-based algorithm is equivalent to the peer-to-peer DVexchange algorithm.
The greater is the size of cliques, the more improvement of
the error mitigation capability can be achieved. This is so
because measurement errors are “averaged out” by the MSE
within the cliques. The more measurements are available, the
less importance has the erroneous part of the measurements.
When measurement errors at various nodes are not
correlated, as intuitively expected, the clique-based method
performs well. We believe that this may well be the case in
many practical situations, although the error correlation
strongly depends on the radio propagation and it is a subject
of on-going research in [3].
The average and variance of location estimation errors in a
tunnel at a distance of 500 meters away from the beacon node
(e.g., gateway node) are shown in Figure 5. The flooding
algorithm, which is a baseline for comparison done in the
figure, bases on the assumption that each node adjusts and
corrects its coordinate system relaying solely on information
from the neighboring node that has the least number of hops

100

200

300

400

500

distance from landmark [m]

Figure 6. Average location error with reference to the distance from the
beacon node for different clique sizes.
variance of localization error [m]

We use a C++ simulation to examine the performance of
the proposed scheme. Our simulation model considers a 500
meters long tunnel where nodes are installed in different
configurations. Average distance between two senor nodes is
10 meters. We assume the distance measurement error of
30% of the actual distance and angular error of ±7.5°. Both
errors are uniformly distributed as in [17].
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Figure 7. Variance of location error with reference to the distance from the
beacon node for different clique sizes.

to the beacon node. As shown in the figure, the proposed
algorithm that uses the clique concept can reduce location
errors better than the flooding algorithm. Moreover, the error
is further reduced as the clique size increases.
With the beacon (reference) node at the beginning of the
tunnel, Figure 6 and Figure 7 present the average and
variance of the location errors as a function of the node
position along the tunnel regarding the clique size. Note that
without any technique to control the error propagation in the
flooding algorithm, both the average and variance of the
location errors increase steadily. To contrast, the proposed
method can effectively control the error propagation by
combining redundant measurements carried out in cliques.

12.00
9.96

distortion [m]

10.00
8.00

average error
variance of error

We have proposed a new localization algorithm based on
distance-vector exchange and a clique-based technique using
MSE for accuracy enhancements. The algorithm use peer-to-peer
angular and ranging measurements and allow for propagating the
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

5

size of a clique

Figure 5. Average and variance of location errors as a function of the clique
size at a distance 500 meters away from the beacon (reference) node.

reference system in the infrastructure-less sparse networks of
sensors. The algorithm is self-organizing without a need for
training or pre-configuration and scalable as computational
complexity mainly depends on the number of neighboring
nodes, not the total number of nodes in the WSN.
Our simulation results indicate that the new algorithm
yields satisfactory location estimates in a typical tunnel
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setting where the estimate error can be improved by as much
as 65% when compared to a standard localization algorithm
without considering the error propagation. For the specific
500-meter tunnel setting simulated, the proposed algorithm
can estimate node location within an average accuracy of 2.5
meters.

[5]

We plan to extend this work in two major directions
leading to implementation. Firstly, there is a need for more
general description of the algorithm in order to extend the
applicability to more complex topologies than linear, and in
order to enable it to use many beacon nodes. The more
general description would also facilitate finding out the
complexity and the overhead of this algorithm. Secondly, we
are going to investigate the behavior and characteristics of
antenna arrays that could be possibly embedded in sensors in
order to gather data for our algorithm. The overall goal of the
works is to implement the algorithm and perform the field
tests.
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